For a trace x on a semifinite von Neumann algebra we will prove x{(bl/2abl/2y) < x{(brl2arb'l2f). Here, r > 1 , p > 0, and a , b are positive operators.
Introduction
In [ 1 ] Araki proved the following inequality:
TxHbx/2abx/2)rp) < TxHbr/2arbr/2)p), r>l,p>0.
Here, a, b axe positive operators, and Tr denotes the usual trace for operators on a Hubert space. This inequality is a generalization of the one due to Lieb and Thirring, and closely related to the Golden-Thompson inequality (see [7, §8] ). In [1] Araki asked whether the same estimate remains valid for a general trace on a semifinite von Neumann algebra. The method in [1] is to obtain a certain majorization of eigenvalues from a related operator-norm inequality (see [4] ) based on the classical trick involving antisymmetric tensors. Although this trick is not available for von Neumann algebras, we show that the above inequality remains valid in the setup of general von Neumann algebras (with or without traces). We will use generalized s-numbers explained in [2, 3, 5] .
Majorization
Throughout this article, let A be a semifinite von Neumann algebra with a faithful normal semifinite trace T. For a t-measurable operator x (affiliated with TV), we denote the generalized s-number by ps(x), s > 0. (See [3] for details.) As in [2] we set K = ¡x e N: lim ps{x) = o) , which is a two-sided ideal in N. For x e K and t € (0, t(1)) (t(1) could be +oo), we set A,(x) = exp ( / logpsix)ds) . The last inequality is Theorem 2.3, [2] (see [6] for a stronger estimate) and related to the Fuglede-Kadison determinant theory. In the proof of Theorem 5.2, [2] , the following is shown:
(1) Ati\ab\2n)<Atia2"br), t>0,n = 0,l,2,..., and a, b e K+ . When n = 1, this means (2) A,{bx/2abx/2) = A,i\ax/2bx/2\2) < A,{ab).
Although (2) is sufficient for our later purpose, the next stronger result (see [7, Theorem 8 .1]) may be of independent interest. Remark 1. Assume x, y e K. If the product xy is self adjoint, then we have At(xy) < At(yx), t > 0.
The following proof is a variant of that of [2, Theorem 5.2]. We may and do assume A,(x), A,(y) ^ 0 (thanks to A((xy) < At(x)At(y)). For each n e N+ , we estimate A((xy)2" = A,(|xy|2") = At((xy)2n) (since xy is selfadjoint) = Ar(x(yx)2"-'y) < Aí(x)Aí(yx)2"-1Aí(y).
Taking the 2nth roots of the both sides and then letting n go to +oo , we obtain the desired result.
Let us return to (1) . Replacing a , b by ax>2", bxl2" respectively, we get A,(al/2"bx/r)<A,(ab)x/r.
We would like to generalize this to (3) At(arbr) < At(ab)r for r e (0, 1] (and a, b e K+). For this purpose we prove the following claim: If the inequality is valid for r = a and r -ß , 0 < ß < a < I, then so is the case for r -(a + ß)/2. In fact, we estimate
= At(aaba)At(aßbß) < A,(ab)aA,(ab)ß (by the assumption).
By taking the square roots, we are done. Hence, (3) is valid for r in the dense subset in (0, 1]. Replacing ar, br by a, b respectively, we observe:
A,i\ab\r) < A,iarbr); t>0, a,beK+ for r in the dense subset in [1, +00). We postpone generalizing these inequalities for an arbitrary r (see the paragraph after Theorem 2).
Approximation
Let / be a continuous increasing function on E+ such that /(O) = 0 and t -> f(e') is convex. By the Weyl majorization theorem (see [2, Corollary 4.2]), from (4) we get (5) f f(ps(\ab\r))ds< f f(ps(arbr))ds, t>0.
Jo Jo
To show (5) for an arbitrary r > 1, we choose a sequence {rn} for which (4) (and hence (5)) is valid. Since (for each s) the map: x -► ps(x) is normcontinuous [2, Proposition 1.6 (in)], the standard argument on norm convergence and the dominated convergence theorem shows f j0tfipsi\ab\r))ds = limn^oof0lf{ps{\ab\'°))ds, \ ¡0' fipsia'b')) ds = lim™ S¿ fiPsiar"br")) ds.
Hence (5) is valid for an arbitrary r > 1 (and a, b e K+).
Next we would like to generalize (5) Hence, when m goes to +c» , we can use the monotone convergence as in the preceding argument and get (5) for a, b in the wider class.
Main results
In the § §1, 2 we have shown Proof. We will use the trick used in the appendix to [5] . Let N be the crossed product M >sa R relative to a modular automorphism group, and t be the canonical trace on N scaled (in the usual way) by the dual action. 
